Cactus Wrap
Use and Maintenance Instructions
WARNING
This equipment becomes extremely hot when used for its intended purpose. Caution must be used when removing
Cactus Wrap and mugs from oven. Burn injuries can result when caution is not used. Always used an oven mitt
when removing Cactus Wrap and mugs from oven and when handling Wraps and mugs when hot.
INSTRUCTIONS
Read and understand all instructions and warnings before proceeding for best results, use offset printed, Seiko
printed or sublijet inkjet printed transfers. (special ink must be used), oven temperature may vary.

1

Preheat oven to 400° (205 Celsius). While oven is preheating, prepare mugs and Cactus Wraps as below.
The number of mugs that can be baked at one time depends on your oven. As many as 12 mugs can be
baked at one time in a home oven with a convection option. Without a convection oven the number of
mugs that can be baked at one time will have to be reduced in order to achieve consistent results.

2

Tape the transfer to the mug using heat tape.

3

Wrap the Cactus Wrap around the mug inserting the catch block through the handle of the mug. Engage
catch block with catch bar. Align the wrap to be even with the top, bottom and handle of the mug. Adjust
tension bolt until snug.

4

Place the Cactus Wrapped mug up side down on the center rack of oven. Allow air space between mugs
and oven walls. Mugs should be evenly spaced and not touching.

5

Bake for 15 minutes. Backing times vary depending on oven, transfer type and number of mugs being
baked.

6

While mugs are baking, fill sink or large container with cool water. Water should be deep enough to fully
submerge mugs.

7

Using oven mitt, carefully remove Cactus Wrapped mugs from the oven and immediately remove wrap and
transfer.

8

Immerse mug in water and allow to cool. When completely cool, remove from water.

9

Hand wash mugs and dry with a soft cloth.

10
NOTE: for longest mug life, hand wash and avoid exposure to direct sunlight.

CACTUS WRAP MAINTENANCE
The tension bolts must be removed, cleaned and regreased after each 15 uses. Use only high temperature
Teflon grease such as Permatex Super Lube Multi-purpose Synthetic Lubricant with Teflon.

NOTICES
The information in this document is subject to change without notice. CACTUS COATINGS,
INCORPORATED MAKES NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND WITH REGARDS TO THIS MATERIAL,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES ON MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTUCULAR PURPOSE.

